
 

 

 

 

                Pease pudding hot: Song 20 
 BEAT  RHYTHM PITCH 

 

Body percussion game showing the melodic shape 
and rhythm. 
Pease = tap head with both hands  
Pudding = tap shoulders right then left  
Hot/Cold = tap head with both hands 
Rest = hold out arms to the side, palms up 
In the = tap head twice/ pot = tap both shoulders 
Nine= tap head/days= tap shoulders/old= tap knees 

 
 

Line game. The children stand in two lines with 
everyone facing a partner in the opposite line.  
One line sings the first two bars showing the actions 
as above but jumping towards the other line in the 
rest. The other line does the same for bars three and 
four. During bars five and six everyone makes arches 
and the top couple run through the arches to the 
other end. During bars seven and eight everyone 
shows the actions as above jumping back to their 
original place during the rest.  
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Score



 

           Guess the song! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a new rhythm pattern in Pease Pudding Hot that we 
have not yet done. Some of the rhythms are the same as 
songs we have done before but one is new – can you work 
out what the rhythm names would be for the third line? The 
new rhythm can be found on one of the rhythm cards. 
 
             Pease pudding hot = ta tete ta (Z) 
             Pease pudding cold = ta tete ta (Z) 
            
             Nine days old = ta ta ta (Z) 
 

 

Can you remember what a CANON is?  
Can you try singing Pease pudding hot in 
canon? The second part starts after two 
beats.  


